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trade-unionism at the close of the period, see G. D. H. Cole's
World of Labour (1913), For Syndicalism, see the eleven numbers
of Tom Mann's Industrial Syndicalist,, beginning July 1910; Row-
land Kenny's The Brains Behind the Labour Revolt' in the
English Review (March 1912); and the famous pamphlet, The
Miners' Next Step, published at Ton-y-pandy in
RELATIONS WITH IRELAND
For most of the last thirty-five years in this period the Irish
question was so strongly to the fore in British politics that this
section must largely be regarded as continuing the Political
section above. Many books there cited are greatly concerned
with it; and conversely the biographies of (7. S. Parnell, by Barry
O'Brien (1899), John Redmond (1932), by Denis Gwynn, and the
2nd vol. (by Ian Colvin, 1934) of the Life of Lord Carson, are just
as necessary for English as for Irish political history.
For the agrarian revolution certain Parliamentary Papers are
important, viz. the Report of the Duke of Richmond's Commission
(1881); the Report of Lord Bcssborough's Commission (1881);
and later that of Lord Cowper's Commission (1887). For the
story of the Land League generally there is the Report of the Special
(i.e. Parnell) Commission with the Evidence and Speeches taken verbatim
before the Judges (12 vols., 1896). For the part played by the Irish-
American secret societies, see also Henri Le Caron's Twenty-five
Years in the Secret Service (1892), Michael J. F. McCarthy's The
Irish Revolution (1912) treats the period from 1879 to *886 with
wide knowledge, much of it first-hand, and an historic sense for
the really important currents and under-currents. G. Locker
Lampson's Consideration of the State of Ireland in the Nineteenth
Century (1907) is also worth referring to. Justin McCarthy's
Reminiscences (z vols., 1899) supply evidence at certain points
regarding Parncll's fall and the developments in the nineties.
For the early twentieth-century developments, see Hansard and
the biographies of Asquith, Redmond, and Carson. For the whole
period 1880-1914 much interesting, though not always reliable,
information may be gained from T, M. Healy's Letters and Leaders
of My Day (a vols., 1928).
OVERSEA POSSESSIONS
(a) general* Almost the whole British Empire is covered by
the Historical Geography of the Dominions beyond the Seas designed by

